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The Licensing Sub-Committee met today to consider whether such interim steps are 
necessary. Councillors heard from PC Vincent and Mr Colin Pollard from Hampshire 
Constabulary and myself as Licensing Manager and were able to ask questions. 
 
The Sub-Committee were made aware of the interim steps that a licensing authority must 
consider taking.  These are: 
 

• The modification of the conditions of the premises licence; 
• The exclusion of the sale of alcohol by retail from the scope of the licence; 
• The removal of the designated premises supervisor from the licence; and 
• The suspension of the licence. 

 
At all times the Licensing Sub-Committee reminded itself that it must carry out its functions 
under the Licensing Act 2003 with a view to promoting the licensing objectives. 
 
The licensing objectives engaged are: 
 

• The prevention of crime and disorder 
• Public safety 
• The prevention of public nuisance 
• The protection of children from harm 

 
In determining this matter, the sub-committee has taken into account the oral and written 
evidence available to it and considered the Council's statement of licensing policy, the 
relevant sections of the Licensing Act 2003 and Regulations made thereunder, the 
Guidance issued by the Secretary of State under section 182 of the Act, including the 
specific guidance issued in relation to section 53A and the licensing objectives, the Human 
Rights Act and the Equality Act. 
 
The sub-committee was satisfied on the evidence available to it that there was evidence of 
incidents connected to the premises on Sunday 30 July 2023 (Saturday evening into 
Sunday morning) as detailed in the application.  The sub-committee makes no findings in 
respect of whether criminal activities have been proven and its focus remains on ensuring 
the promotion of the licensing objectives.  The sub-committee were satisfied that the 
incidents on this date have shown significant concerns as to how the premises are being 
managed and the sub-committee considered that is was necessary and proportionate, in 
order to promote the licensing objectives, to take interim steps pending determination of 
the review of the premises licence. 
 
The sub-committee considered all available options and concluded that the appropriate 
interim steps in this matter was that the premises licence be suspended pending a full 
review of the premises licence (to be within 28 days after the day of receipt of the s.53A 
application) and that the suspension should take effect immediately and remain in force 
until the determination of the review.  
 
In addition it also determined that it would be appropriate, in the circumstance to remove 
the current designated premises supervisor from the licence  
 
The premises licence holder may make representations against the interim steps taken by 
the licensing authority. Under s.53B, the licensing authority must within 48 hours of the 
receipt of any such representations hold a hearing to consider those. 
 






